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Castrol edge 5w30 diesel

Castrol EDGE SAE 5w-30 Diesel oil in a 6/32 ounce case of Castrol Edge 5w-30 Diesel oil is a complete synthetic motor oil that includes liquid titanium technology that provides strength for maximum performance. Castrol EDGE is a complete synthetic motor oil that is designed for drivers who only want the best of their engines. Castrol
EDGE with Fluid TITANIUM Technology, is a natural choice for drivers who require maximum performance and protection from their cars. Unlock exhilarating performance with each drive. Castrol EDGE SAE 5W-30 diesel oil meets or exceeds industry standards: ACEA ACEA A3/B3 API; A3/B4 BMW Longlife-01 MB-Approval 229.5 VW
502 00 / 505 00 No reviews yet. Write a review. We are offline to configure, we will be up and running smoothly very soon. In the meantime, here are some other options available: Visit the Advance Auto Parts Store Sign up for the SpeedPerks Awards View Us on Social Media Facebook/Twitter/Blog We appreciate your patience – on your
next visit, use the PS20 coupon code for 20% of the purchase. We look forward to serving you, advance command Customize and add to cart Specifications SKU CASD530 Brand Castrol Pour Point, °C(°F) -42 Oil type Synthetic viscosity SAE 5W30 Density @15C 0.8524 Kinematic viscosity cSt 40°C 70 Kinematic viscosity cSt 100°C
12.1 Viscosity Index 173l® EDGE® is our strongest oil engine. Advanced full synthetic, it has the power to maintain a protective layer of oil between engine parts at all times. This item is not on this page. Thank you, we'll look at it. General information:Manufacturer approval 229,31OilSynthetic oilNew viscosity Classification SAE5W-
30Manufacturist ApprovalMB 229.51Manufacturist ApprovalOur C30 Packing TypeBottleContent [Liter]1 Approved 4Manufacturer ApprovalVW 504 00Manufacturer ApprovalVW 507.00SpecificationACEA Light Duty C3Addtional Images:Today's engines are at the forefront of technology and engineering - they are smaller and more
efficient. These advanced engines challenge the mass with high pressure, which can cause friction. Castrol EDGE with Fluid TITANIUM physically transforms its structure - getting tougher at points of extreme pressure, keeping the metal apart and reducing friction. When the pressure subsides, the oil returns to free state. Stronger under
pressure, Castrol EDGE of Fluid TITANIUM transforms its structure and reduces the performance of friction robbery by 20%. Castrol EDGE TITANIUM 5W-30 LL, developed in co-production with VW Group, is a natural choice for drivers who require maximum engine performance from modern modern cars requiring a high level of
protection and higher oil performance. Castrol EDGE TITANIUM 5W-30 LL sets new standards the cleanliness of the engine, thereby reducing harmful emissions and further harm to the environment. Technology in the oil also reduces long-term blocking, thereby extending the life of the diesel particulate filter. Use longLife II SLX formulas
instead of Castrol (currently discontinued). It can also be used instead of Castrol EDGE Professional 5W-30 products, which are mostly only available from major dealerships and are generally much more expensive with similar/same specs. PDF Download: ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc.
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